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Galia’s last sentence, really shocked the Shu family.
The three older brothers pretended to be nothing, not participating in
the conversation, and not blaming Galia in a single sentence. As a
result, when Galia said that she was going to be a star, the boss, Shu
Mingxia, immediately shouted: “Hey! Hey! You woman, you finally
show your true colors ! Be a
star!
You’re almost a courtesan!
Cheap!”
Shu Mingxia hated Galia the most.
She is obviously his younger brother-in-law, but this woman has one
mind with Suzi and her little aunt.
Shu Mingxia is really looking at it. The entire upper circle, including
the Jun family in Kyoto, has been completely penetrated by Suzi, the
woman who climbed up from the lowest prisoner!
First, Suzi himself.
Then Rayna married into the Jun family. Remember the URL
and that Dalia!
That Dalia had been Kraig’s chaperone for seven or eight years, and
she didn’t dare to have any delusions. How could she start having
breakfast not long after she got in touch with Suzi, and finally
succeeded in rebelling, a little bed-crawler, She was actually
pampered by Kraig like a princess in the palace.

And Sanford’s daughter-in-law, not to mention.
It turned out to be an old woman who had given birth to children and
married someone, and was much older than Sanford. Just this, she
could marry Sanford.
And that little girlfriend of Joan.
A girl who was so ugly that she was scared to cry, brought over from a
wild island, Joan was able to study her for university, and it took
seven years!
Seven full years!
Just wait for that ugly woman to cry!
All of these people are involved with Suzi, and all of them are friends
of Suzi!
How can people not be afraid of such penetration density and speed?
The shallowest and only one Suzi’s friends penetrated is Galia.
Galia has no children yet.
It is much easier to give up without children!
Shu Mingxia and his two younger brothers, Shu Mingtian and Shu
Minglei, had to drive Galia out of the Shu family no matter what.
In this way, they can not only vent their anger for the three brothers,
but also truly preserve the pure land of the Shu family.
When the three brothers think like this, they don’t even think about it.
The three brothers are the most unclean soil in this house!
“Dad! Mom! We absolutely can’t keep this woman in our house! Her
true face is finally revealed! I will say that he has a plan to enter our
Shu house!
Parents, look!
She herself Say it, she wants to be a star!

How can the woman of our Shu family, the daughter-in-law of the Shu
family, show her face!”
Shu Mingxia shouted loudly, blushing and accusing Galia. Shu
Qinggong also frowned and looked at Galia: “Galia, Dad doesn’t
mean to blame you, Dad just has to let you know that what
happened in your family has really badly affected the Shu family!
There is no explanation, what did you say when you came back home,
you want to be a star? What do you mean to be a star?
Can
you explain it clearly?”
Galia is very funny.
But she wasn’t angry at all.
After Suzi and Jin Jiaming’s enlightenment to her, she was completely
relieved.
She explained calmly: “Mom and dad, as I said just now, what
happened to my parents is the past of their old man, whether my
mother was a junior or not, even if she was a junior, then it is the past
30 years. Now, my parents are legal husband and wife, and they have
been protected by law for 30 years, husband and wife! What’s
more, my parents did nothing wrong back then!
Besides, my parents’ affairs are their own affairs. , what happened is
that they are sad, and it is when they need relatives to comfort them.
Shouldn’t you go and comfort my parents?
Instead, it affects the Shu family? Is it
important for relatives to suffer?
Is the family’s reputation important?”
After saying these words, Shu Qinggong and his wife suddenly
blushed.

Galia was right.
They are in-laws with Galia’s parents.

Chapter 2457
This kind of thing happened in the family’s family, it stands to reason
that they should go to comfort it.
Up to now, they have not made their debut, but they have repeatedly
questioned Galia.
That being said, there is some truth to it.
“This…” The mother-in-law looked at Galia apologetically.
In fact, her mother-in-law has always been a very easy-going person,
and her father-in-law’s character is also good.
Mainly by the three sons mixed up.
Galia shook her head: “Mom, what I want to say today is that my
parents’ business is their business, they themselves are victims, they
have no obligation, like you apologize for something, what happened
30 years ago? When I was not born, how could they know that their
daughter would marry into the Shu family in the future?
Therefore, they are innocent.
They will never come to explain anything to the Shu family.
Not only that, from now on they will also I won’t bother about those
short videos and the exposure of the media.
This kind of rapid exposure may help me as a star.
I enjoy it a lot.
That’s right!”
“You… What kind of star do you really want to be? A courtesan?” Shu
Qinggong asked Galia angrily.

A pool of dirty water on the side of the in-laws and in-laws is not a
problem.
Now the daughter-in-law also has to be a courtesan.
Absolutely not!
“Dad!” Galia looked at Shu Qinggong extremely sternly: “It’s not a
courtesan! Even if it’s a courtesan, if you don’t sell your body, you
should be respected in proper public relations!
What I call a star is a dazzling star!
I will Dedicate all my energy and use my most authentic and
unmarked performance to help director Jin Jiaming and create the
next myth!
I am very confident!
In the near future, one year later, I will be a star!
A big star that attracts worldwide attention.
Can’t you!” The
Shu family were collectively stunned.
After a long while, her mother-in-law asked her, “You…are you going
to act in a movie?”
“That’s right!” Galia was extremely proud: “And he is also an
internationally renowned director, Jin Jiaming. My husband chose me
as his heroine!
This is the first beginning of my career.
I will definitely do my best to show it to myself!
And also to those girls who look down on me and look down on girls
from commoner backgrounds. People who think they are nobles, take
a look.
I Galia can also be the most dazzling star!

I will win glory for my parents and myself! It has
nothing to do with the Shu family!”
After speaking, the people present were dumbfounded .
These people never thought that Galia was Galia himself first.
She is not an accessory of the Shu family.
She doesn’t belong to anyone, she only belongs to herself.
The so-called faces of the Shu family, those faces, are the subjective
consciousness of the Shu family.
Galia used to walk with the subjective consciousness of the Shu
family.
But now, she won’t.
She only lives for herself.
After taking a long breath, Galiaxiao looked at everyone: “If you object,
then I tell you, the objection is invalid.
You have no right to object.
If you think that because I am going to choose the film industry, you
think , if Galia embarrassed the Shu family, you can make Darius
separate from me.
But…”
Galia paused and said word by word, “I will not separate from Ming
Zhen. Yes, because we love each other so much!”

